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Abstract. In relational databases. a query cAn be formulated in terr=ts of a relational algebra 
expression using projection, selection, restriction, cross product and union. In this ppper, we 
consider a problem, called the membership problem, of determining whether a given dependency 
d is valid in a give n rekional expression E over a given database scheme R. that IS, rvhether 
every instance of the view scheme defined by E satisfies d (assuming that the underlying constraints 
in R are always satisfied). 
Consid,r the case where each relation scheme in I? is associated with functional dependencies 
( FD7 1 a:, Lonstraints, and d is an FD. Then the complemrnt of the membership problem is 
NP-cumplete. However, if E contains no union, then the membership problem can be solved in 
polynomial time. Furthermore, if E contains neither a union nor a projection, then we can 
construct in polynomial time a cover for valid FDs in E, that is, a set of FDs which implies every 
valid FD in E. 
Consider the case where each relation scheme in R is associated with multivalued dependencies 
( MVDs) as well as FDs, and d is an FD or an MVD. Even if E consists of selections and cross 
products only, the membership problem is NP-hard. However, if E contains no umotl, and each 
relation scheme name in R occurs in E at most once, then the membership problem ca:l be solved 
in polynomial time. .As a corollary of this result, it can be determined in polynomial tirile whether 
a given FD or MVD is valid in R, w - * - w R,, where R,, . . . , R, are relation schemes with FDs 
and MVDs, and R, PC R, is the natural join of Ri and R, 
Key words. Relational database, relational algebra expression, functional dependency, multivalued 
dependency, membership problem. 
1. Introduction 
Relational algebra is known as a query language for relational databases, which 
is a set of operators defined on relations such as projection, selection, restrict;ion, 
cross product, union and set difference [9]. A query can bl: formulated in term>) of
a relational expression consisting of relation scheme names in a given database 
scheme :V operands, and six operators above [20]. In this paper, set diEerence is 
not treated. 
We consider a problem, called the membership problem, of determining whether 
a given dependency C! is valid in a given relational expression E ovei a given 
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database scheme R, that is, whether every instance of the view schem; defined hy 
E satisfies d (assuming that the underlying constraints in R are always satisfied). 
Here R is a hst of relation schemes associated with functional dependencies (FIN 
[z, S] an:d multivalued dependencies ( MVDs), [ 10,2 I] as constraints. We classify the 
membet*ship problem into the following two cases. 
Case 1. Every relation scheme in R is associated with FDs, and d is an FD. 
&se 2. Every relation scheme in 19 is associated with MVDs as well as FDs, and 
cl 3s an FD or an MVD. 
The importance of solving the membership problem is found by Klug [14], and 
he showed that, in Case 1, the membership problem is solvable (that is. it is decidable 
whether d is valid in E over R). Klug et al. [IS] and, independently, the present 
authors [ 131 showed that, in Case 2, the membership problem is stilr solvable. This 
paper is partly based on thy authors’ previous paper [13]. In this paper, we discuss 
ths time complexity of the membership problem, and present the following results. 
l I ) In Case 1, the complement of tile membership problem is NP-complete (cf. 
Cl?]). That is, it is NP-complete to de,termine whether ti is not valid in E over R. 
(21 In Case 2, even if E consists of seitz’ciions and cross products only. the 
membership problem is NP-hard. (The only known algorithm for solving this 
problem is exponential in time and* space [l, Hi].) 
(3) In Case 1, if E contains no union, then the membership problem can be 
solved in polynLJmial lime. Furthermore, if E contains nei;her a union nor ,t 
projection, then we can construct in polynomial time a COW* for valid FDs in 1:. 
that is, a set of FDs which implies every valid FD in E. 
(3, In Case 2, if E contains no union, and each relation scheme name in R occurs 
xt most once in E, theirs the membership problem can be solved in pol>;lomial time. 
A scheme design method in relational databases is to dectimpose a giLen rel;ttiun 
bcheme R into a set {R,, . . . , R,) of smaller relation schemes (cf. [3, 5, 18, Xl]). It 
is important to examine whether the decomposition preserves the original constraints 
in R [5, 171. This examination can be generalized as ;I problem of dettrmining 
whether ;t given dependency ti is valid in K, N Q 9 l w I?,, where R, w R, is the n;ltutxl 
join ol’ K, and K,. It is know- that, in Case I, the problem can be solved in polyncmlial 
ti:nj [ 17. IS]. Howewr, i! ws not known w:wthcr, in C’;~w 2, the problem c;m be 
wld in pi~lLnoniial tirnc. , 4s ;I corc~ll;u-~~ o1‘ result f 4) ;hn c, wt‘ h;lvc the !‘0110\+ ing 
rY~llh. 
(51 In (‘;1st 2, it cm tw cictcrn~in~d in pol~~non~ial tirnt‘ u hcthtx tl is wliti ;rt 
KI x * - - !< K,. 
. 
2. Dcfinitians 
component numbers, instead of names, usually called attributes. Let U ; ( 1, . , . , m 1, 
and let p be a tuple in r. For a component number A in U, p[A] denotes the value 
of p in the A component. For a subset X of U, p[X] denotes the values of’ p in 
tk X components. We often write A for the singleton set {A}. and XY for the 
union X u Y. 
A .fim~iona~ dependency (FD) is a statement X --) 1: where X ar:;l Y are subsets 
of U [2, 81. A relation r is said to sutisf)* X + Y if for all two tuples I_L and v in 
r, p[X] = v[X] implies p[ Y] = I’[ Y]. A multivaluedd?pen~eilc?? (MVD) is a statement 
x - Y, %%CI s X and Y are subsets cf U [ 10,2 13. Let 2 = U - XY. A relation r is 
said to satisfy X - Y if, whenever r contains two tuplzs p and 11 such that 
p[ X] = r[X], it also contains a tuple r such that r[X Y] z= p[XY] and T[XZ] =IT 
Y[XZ]. A value equalirv (VEQ) is a staaement .4 = c, where A is in U, and c is a . 
constant [ 141. A tuple ~4 i< said to satisfy 14 = c if p [,4] = C. A relation r is said to 
satisfy A = c if every tuplc: in t satisfies A = c. We often write A, . . . A,, = c, . . . L’,, 
for a set (;I, = q.. . . , A,, =S c,,) of VEQs. A d ornain eyualit_v ( IXQ) is a statement 
,4 = H, where A and B are In I/ [ 143. A tuple p is said to satisfy A -= R if p[Aj = p[R]. 
A relation r is said to satisfy A = B if every tuple in r satisfies A - B. We often write 
A ,.... 4,,=B ,... B,, for a set (A, = B,. . . . , A,, = B,,) of DEQs. 
Let .%‘={A,. .., A,) be a subset of U. The projection of a relation r onto X is 
defined by r\=x j = {r_c[X]lp is in r}. Note that r[X] has degree 1, and its attribute\ 
are rcx~med accordingly. The selection ,f a relation r by a VEQ A - c is defined 
by r[.-1 -= t*] = { p 1 p is in I’, and satisfies A = c}. The restriction of a relation 1. by :L 
DEQ .-\ -= B ih d&led by r[A = B] ;= {p 1 p is in I-, and satisfies A = B). Note that 
rr.4 = ih] and r[A = B] satisfy A = c’ and A = B, respectively. Let I’~, . . . , Y,, be rellatiox 
of degrees HI,. _ _ . , IN,,, respectively. The c’ross p~‘~Ll~t of rl, . . . , r,* is defined by 
rr x0 ’ * y I-,, z_: { p , )I: * . . x pui ! p, is in r, for 1 G i s n}, where pi x l l - x p,, is the 
comxtenation of pl, . . . , p,,. Note that rI x l - - x r,, has degree L:‘.. , mi. If a com- 
ponent number A is in { 1,. . . , IQ,}, then the component number cF_ ;L m, i- .4 for 
r,X-• l x r,, corresponds to the component number A for rk, that is, for eatzh tupk 
p in rl ‘Ei * - X r,,, there is a tuple pk in rk such that I&’ II m, + A]= p&4], and 
&x verha. For simplicity. we denote 2, -.’ ; III, + A by _&? Sitnilarly, for 3 subset 
.y =L {.& . . . . ii,) of (I,. . . , mk}, we denote {I: : m, -I- A,. . . . , lf II FFZ, -+A,] 
ly .P ( -= {A’,“‘, . . . . A:“‘}). Note that r, x - - - x r,, satisfies all the MVk 
0 --H W,“, . . . ,O-* L’~l”‘. ivhere U, ” ’ = { 1” ‘, . . . , ,F&” ‘}. Let r , . . . , r,! be relations 01 
the wnt’ degree IFL The rrrhl ot’ r,, . . . , r, is defined by I’~ u * - a c r,, = {p ) p is in 
11Ilt‘ of 1'1, . . . , r,,}, 
A rthriotl w1wm~ is dewted R( ITI, F-U M), where R is ;1 scheme name, IF2 is :i 
dqyw, ;rnd ); ;rnd RI are sxts of FDs and hU/Ds, respectiveiv. A relation ol‘degree 
IFI is called a relation of R. A relation of R is called a rdaticw rnslant~e of R if it 
s&f& F u hf. An ordered set R = { R,(~FI,, F, u Ad,), . . . , ii,fm,, F, L’ k~,>) of da- 
tion schemes is called a htabasc scheme. An ordered set I = ( ri, . . . , r,} of rdcdiom 
is calle~_i 3 IJCULJ~LI.SY (or ;I d~dahme hsfancc) of R if each r; is a relation (or a relation 
in3t;lnc e 1 of R,. 
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A rekrional expression (over R) consists of scheme names RI, . . . , R, as variables, 
and projection, selection, restriction, cross product and union as operators. Formally, 
a relational expression is defined as follows. 
( 1) A single scheme name R, is a relational expression by itself. 
(2 ) If E, and E7 are relational expressions, then so are ( E, ) [Xl, ( E, ) [A = c], 
(E&[A=B], (E,)x(E,) m\! (E,)u(E,). 
-be value of a relational expression E for a database I = (r,, . . . , rJ of R, denoted 
E( Ii, is computed by assigning rl, . . . , r., to R,, . . . , R,, respectively, and applying 
the operators according to the definitions. For every database I of R, E(I) has the 
same degree. Hence, we define the degree of E, denoted deg( E), to be the degree 
of E( I ) for a database I of I?. For simplicity, we omit the parentheses of E in the 
usual manner. Two relational expressions El and E2 are said to be equicdent if 
I?,( I) = EJ I) for every database I of R. 
Let d be a dependency (one of FD, MVD, VEQ and DEQ). For a relation scheme 
R(~I, FIU :W, d is said to be tlalid in R if every relation instance of R satisfies d, 
that is, if whenever a relation of degree III satisfies Fu n/l, it also satisfies d. Ke 
also say that F LJ Al implies d. For a relational expression E, cf is said to be ;;llid 
in f: over R if for every database instance I of R, Ei( I) satisfies tl. 
In the following, we consider the problem: “Given a database scheme R, ;I 
relational expression kY, ;tnd an FD or an MVD (1, determine whether d is valid in 
I:‘ ovc’r R,” which is c;llled a r?lenlhcrslGp v&lenl for dependencies. 
3. An NP-completeness result 
in this section, we present the lollowing theorem. 
Claim: [f S --, Y is rot valid in E, then for some database irtstance 1, ruhose size is 
hounded bjy 1, of R, and for some i and j, E, ( I ) and lZi( I ) contain tq4e.q p altzd 1~~ 
respectively, such that (p, v) does not satis#jy X + Y. 
Proqf of the Claim: Suppose that X + I- is not valid in E. There is a database 
instance I’ = { rl, . . . . r$} of R such that E ( I’) does not satisfy X + Y. (The size of 
I’ may be large.? E( I’) corntains two tuples p and v such that {p, V} does not satisfy 
X+ Y. Since E(I’)= E,(l’)u- 9 9 u EJ I’), we assume that p and v are in E,( 1’) 
and Ei( I’), respectively. Since E, contains no union, it can be !ransformed into an 
equivalent relational expression ( &, X - . l X &,, )[Z = A][ P 5 Q][ V] in O(IE.,I’+ 
deg( Ei 1) time, where 2 E 3 and P = Q are sets of VEQs and DEQs, respecti\ ely, 
and 1 Ej( is the length of E, 114, 19,201. For simplicity. let /I;: = 
(Rk,x- l X &)[Z = J][f = Q]. There is a tuple p’ in Ei( I’) such that E_L’[ V] = flu. 
We detine that the prqiection mapping of p’ with respect to E: is the minirnium 
database I P. = (t-i, . . . , I’:} of R such that r ;, contains $[&:‘I for 1 S p s n, where 
Uk,, = { 1’ I”, . . . _ map’}. That is, if I$, ,, . . . , ( 1’ ) Rc,,,, are Al th< occurrences af a scheme 
name K, in E:, then ri = {/.L’[U:~“], . . . , p’[ U’,“‘l’]). Since p’ coincides with the 
concatenation p ‘[ U\‘!‘] x l l - x$[ Ui,‘,l’], it is in Ei( !,J Similarly, Ej can be trans- 
formed into an equivalent relational expression E:iV’], and there is a tuple P’ in 
E;( 1’) 0”“i-h thai /I’[ V’] = v. Let I ,,’ = { ry, . . . , r:) be the projection mapping 01’ & 
with re,pec’. to E]. Let I = {r! LJ I-;‘. . . . , r: u (‘1. Then every r: u r:’ satisfies F,, since 
Y, sati;fies F,, and r: v r:’ (z I-~. Thus I is a database instance of R. Since p’ arrcl I!’ 
itre in*E:( I, j and EJ( I ,, ). respectively, ,U and v are in E,( I) and E,( I), respectively. 
(ThusJ I) does not s&fy X + Y.j Since (i) p’ and zp’ are concatenations oi’ A 
most (1 tuples in I, respecti\ sly, 
% 
and (ii) the length of each tuple in I is at mol<t 
ma.+ I- ,( IN, ), th e si;e ot’ I is bounded by I. Thus the claim has been proved. 
By the Claim above, we can determine in nondeterministic polynomial time 
whether A’ -+ 1’ is not v,tlid in E as follows. Thus Lemma 3.2 then holds. 
( ! ) Let S be the union of the set of constants appearing in E and d set of I 
variables zyl, . . . . rI. (Note that constants may appear in E as right-hand sides of 
VEQs.) 
Grrussing stiqe: 
(2) Construct a database I = { rl, . . . , r,), whose size is bounded by 1, of R b;. 
nondeterministic~~lly choosing at most 1 elements from S. 
(3) Construct two terms L‘, and E,, rc.,pectively, by nondetcrlninistically c:~oos~n~ 
one operand from each union in E. 
(3) Construct two tuples ,U and P such that the size of { Q, I!} is bounded t)!: f, 
b!’ no~lc~ctcrnli~listicallc choosing ;tt most I elements from 5 
C’~r*j#_\*ir~g stage:
(5 1 Verify that I is a database instance of R by checking that every I’, Msfies F,. 
\6) Transform E, into an equivalent relational expression E:[ V], where E: = 
(it, x. . l x RL, )[Z = J][P = Q1. Similarly, transform E, into E I[ V’l. 
(7) Verify that p is in E:( I) by checking that (i) p s;i:isfies both 2 z J ancl 
p = Q, ;Ind (ii ) p[l.l’,j,‘] is in rl\, for I s t s n. (Note that if p is in r:‘:( 1 ), then i% itll 
of‘the f‘orm +, X. l - >(: F,, such th;it each ,uc, is in r k,.) Similtirly, verify that 1.1 is in EI( I ), 
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(8 r Ver;tfy that (p[ V], v[ V’]) does not satisfy X + Y. 
When al! the verifications above are successful, we conclude that X -+ Y is not 
valid in E; <ye’ 
‘CC difficulty of membership problems is mainly caused by the fact that if a grven 
relatioaal expression E is transformed into an equivalent relational expression 
E,U*- - u E,, such that each term E, contains no union, then the size of E, u - l . u E,, 
may be exponential to that of E. In fact, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let E be a relational expression cortsisting qf selections. cross products 
acid unions. It is NP-hard to determine whether a given FD IS not valid in E over R. 
Proof. A rc*lational, expre!ksinn E is said to be sound under R if there is a database 
in!*tance / of R such that E( I) is not empty. First we transform the Ssatisfiability 
prclblem into a problem, called the sormdness problem for 7: “Determine whether 
E is sound under R.” Let P = Q, A Qz A. . . A Q,,, be a conjunctive normal form 
Boolean expression, where each clause Qi contains exactly three literals. Let 
y,, . . . , x, be all the variables in I? We denote Qi = .$I L A->: v ?ciy<‘, where o,,( is 
either zero or one, and _ui,, = A-,~ and A-‘,\ = _&. We will construct a database scheme 
R containing only FDs,and a relational expression E,, ccnskting of selections, cross 
products and unions such that E,) is sound under R if and only if P is satisfiable. 
Let R = { R,(2, { I --+ 2}), . . . , .R,(2, { I 3 2))). Let E,, - G, X. - - :< C; ,,,, where each G, 
wrreqxjnds ICI 
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{ Xl,..., xX} such that if rj contains c’?c,, then 6, = 1, and if r, contains czcO, then 
f$ = 0. Clearly, if EP( I) is not empty, then P is true under the truth assignment r, 
and otherwise P is not true. Thus the soundness problem for E i, NP-hard. 
The soundness pIroblem ,for E can be transformed into the complement of ;1 
membership problem as follows. Let R(2,0) be an additional relation scheme fthat 
is, no FD is given as any constraint in R). Let f be an FD 1 -+ 2. Consider a relational 
expression E = R x EP Clearly, the FD f is valid in E if and only if there is no 
databas instance I of R stich that E( I) is not empty. Thus J‘ is nc~t valid in E if 
and only if Ep 1s sound uxier R. Cl 
From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, Theorem 3.1 follows. 
4. An NP-hardness result 
Let r be a relation, ard Let A4 be a set of MVDs. The chase of Y under A/r, denoted 
chase& h#),&+a mir!iq’!al relation that contains all the tuples in r, and satisfie>+ Rf. 
The chase is unique [I, 161, and thus if :I relation r’ satisfies A4$ and r c r’, then ’ 
chdse( I; ?fl) c_ r’. In algorithm for computing chase{ I-, Rcl) is gitcn in [ 1, 161. Its 
conlptitation time is O(/?C1!’ -‘), where I, i, the number of tuples in r, and deg(r) is 
the degree of r. Th+ algorithm computes chase{ r, .b/ ) from P by repezted applications 
of the rules, callec MVL>-rules, for M described below until no rule can be applied 
anymore. 
YW’D-rule. For exh MVD X - Y. there is a corresponding MVD-rule ~1s follows. 
Suppose that r contains two tuples TV and ZJ such that p[X;- z$A’], p[ i’] + ~1 Y], 
and p[Z] # P[Z]. where U == (I,. . . , deg(r)), and 2 = U - XY. Let 7 be a tuple such 
that r[.UY] = p[XY] and 7[XZ] = v[XZ]. Suppose that 7 is not in r. MVD-rule for 
A’ - Y takes such tuples CC and r: and adds the tuple r to Y. Note that if r satisfies 
A’ -* Y, then MVD-rule for .Y --* Y is not applied to r. 
Proof. We tr;lns!‘orm the 3-k.atistiability problem init, this prsblem. Let P =.,Q, 1% or! rx 
. . . i\ Q,,;, it here 0, -1 I-;‘;~ L ~1; ’ \ .Y:\ ‘. Let s,, . . . , s, be all the variables in I? We will 
construct a relatio;l r,‘ an F D-1; and a xt Ail of MVDs su,:h that chase( r; M 1 does 
not stiti5fy _j if and only if P ih siltistiable. 
Let t r = j 1, . . . , s -k 321 T l} be ;f set of component numbers. For simplicity, we 
detlot~ 1. . . .; .\ : \ + ;. . . . , s t !I? : .Y + I?; + I , . . . , 5 -t 2 tz1 : s -t 2rn t 1 by X,, . . . , x : 
Y,. . . . . I;,,; z I.... ,2,,,; W, rt::;pzctivelY. Each A’, with 1 5.j s s corresponds to the 
l*ar”,rblt: A-,, .lnd each f, and Z, with 1 5 z’s m correspond to the clause Q,. Let r be 
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a relation of degree s + 2m + 1 with 7nr + 3 tuples as follows: 
(ii) 
x, . . . x, Y, . . . Y,,, 2, l l - Z”, w 
jh: c . . . C I...1 c c . . . V 
p,: . ..I h...b b...b u 1 
/A& 0 . . . 0 b...b b...b u 
(iii) Each Ti with I c i s m corresponds to Q, = x:’ v x:“,? v x:.:~. Let (6:; ‘, S$‘, &_\‘j, 
. . ., (S!:‘, fi);‘, S’$} be the seven truth assignments to {s,,, Q, x,~) under which Q, . 
is true. Then T, consists of seven tuples V, I, . . . , vt7 that correspond to the seven truth 
-assignments, respectively, as follows: L 
(a) P,~[X,~X,J,_J= ((r’$, 6’:‘. 8:;‘). and Q has the constant b in all other .K 
components. 
(b) VIJYJ= 1, and i/i/, has the constant b in all other Y components. 
(c) zj,JZ,) = ai,,, and Vi/< has the constant b in all other 2 components. 
(d) lJ,k[ WI= u. 
The following table illustrates T,. 
. . . x,, . . . x,2 . . . x,, . . . . . . Y# . . . . .1 L, . . . w 
Here we assume that 0, 
FD Y, . . . Y,,, 4 w. Let 
kfl VDs. 
I . h. c, if, L’, a, , , l . . . if,,, 7 ;: I-C‘ distinct constrints. Lszt 1‘ be an 
M’ be a set of MVI>s consisting of’ the followir:g (s + IPI j 
MVDI : ).‘I . . . Y,,,Z, . . . z,,, * x, 
. 
!w I,, : I’, . . . Y,,,Z, . . . .z,,, -*, x, 
M v I> \ , : s, ,x,.*x,, -* \‘,il] 
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(iii) jk[X, . . . Xv]= (0,. . . ,Ol the chase of {p,, 1~~) under {MVDI,. . . , MVD,) 
consists of 2” tuples as fohows: 
X I... x, Y, . . . Y, AZ, . . . z,, w 
-- 
0 . l * 00 b...b 
0 . ..Ol b...b 
I . . . II b-6 
That is, all possible trutn assignments to 
components of the chase. Thus 
(4, . . . . &,E: ,..., b,b ,..., b,u), denoted 7. 
b... b U 
b h . . . U 
b h . . . U 
{ Xl, . . . , x,} appear in the X, . . . X, 
the chase contai rils a tuple 
Hence chase(r, M) also contains the 
tupe T. For I s i =C w, since (x, ,, xIz, ?I,>) = ( Sil, Sil, S,,} makes (?, true, there is a tuple 
1’,1\ 
that 
in T, such that I ,k,[ X,,X,zX,z] = r[Xil Xj2Xi: 1, where 1 s kj s 7. Noting 
/I,~,[Y,Z,]=(~,U:~:),..., ~,,I~,,[Y,nZnl]=(l,(l,,,,,,), we: have a tuple 
( 61. - l - , fix, 1, * l l . 19 Q b k,, 9 - ’ , Gk,,,, u), denoted 71, by the chase of { 7, vi k,, . . . , v,,,~,,,} 
under (MVD,,,, . . . , MVD,+, ). Thus chase( r, &I) contains the tuple 7’. Since 
c”OIYI -9. Y”,l== f’[ Y, . * - Ll, Po[ WI= Q and 7’[ W] = u, we conclude that 
chase( r, M ) do- not satisfy the FD_f: Y, . . . Y,,, + IK 
‘0~11~ If” part: We show that if chace( P’. Mj does not satisfy the FDA then P is 
satisfiable. Let i = .r - ’ +,,). We have the folll3wing two facts, whose proofs are given 
in Appendix A. 
Fact 4.2. !f’ chase( r, A/s) dws not satisjj* the FLl.f, then chase( P, A4 ) contaim a :;qle 
7 \;u(,h that T[ Y, . . . k,,,] = ( 1, . . . , 1 ). 
Fact 4.3. Let 7’ bc a tuple in chasei r; Ii4 j. !f~‘[ YJ == t, then (r’[XJ, T’[X~~], T’[X;J} 
is u truth cssignrnerlt to (xi,, +, s,J that makes Q, me. - 
Proof of Lemma 4.1 (continued). Suppose that chase( r, M) does nat satis@ the FD 
,I: By Fact 4.2, chas$ F, M) contain5 a tuple r such th;lt T[ Y, . _ . Y,,J = ( 1, . . = , 1). 
Hy Fact 4.3, for I s i’s nr, (A-,,, .Y,:, .u,,‘j = {r[X,,-1. +r[XiJ], 7[X,J} makes Q, true, and 
!hUS (s,, . . , x,) = ( **I A-], , . . , T[X,]) makes P (rue. I? 
Ry Lemma 4.1 we have the following theorem. 
Proof. We will transform rhe problem of Lemma 4.1 i i.e., given 1 relation I-Z= 
1 1’1, . . . , I+), an FD 1; and a set A4 of MVDs, to determine whether chase( r, M) 
does not satisfy .f’) into the conplement of a soundness problem. 
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Let Jo = (R(deg( r), (j‘) ;J M>), and let 
E =- R[U= Y,]X R[LI’z LG]X~. 8 x R[U = zig], 
where U = { i, . . . , deg(r)}. Then chase( r, M) does no’t satisfy the F‘D J’ if and only 
if E is not sound under R, as explained below. 
Suppose that chase( r, M) satisfies ,f: Since chase( r, M) is a relation instance of’ 
IR, I = (chase(r,M)} is a database instance of R such that E( 1) is not empty. Thus 
I: is sound under R. Conversely, suppose that there is a database instance I = (r’) 
aIf R such that E( I) is not empty. Since r’ contains the k tuples vI, . . . , vk, we havU:e 
r c r’. Furthermore, since r’ satisfies M, we have chase(r, M) E: r’. Since r’ satisfies the 
F:D .f; so doe> chase( r, M ). 
By Lemma 4.1, the complement of the soundness problem for E is NP-hard. The 
soundness problem can be transformed into the complement of a membership 
problem as is presented in the proof of Lemnja 3.3. Thus Theorem 4.3 folEows. I---J 
Let E be 2 relational expression that may contain unions. By Lemma 3.3, it is 
NP-hard to determine whether a given FD or MVD is not valid in E. Thus, by 
Theorem 4.4,, it is I\jP-hard and co-NP-hard to determine whether a given FD or 
MVD is valid in E. This fact suggests that it is not likely that there is a nondeterminis- 
tic poiynomizl time algorithm for determining whether a given FD or NVD is valid 
[or not irali& in E (cf. [El). It is not knows whether there is such a nondeterministic 
polynomial time algorithm, if E contains no union. 
5 A polynomial time algorithm for a class of membership problems 
Let R - { H,(f?Z,, f-g,. . . , I<,( III,, F,)) be a dxtabasc scheme. For simplicity, wz 
denote U, = { 1, . . . , m,} for 1 s i c 5. Let E be a relational expression, an61 let 
l/Z’ -= ( k, . . . , deg( E)). Let .Y be a subset of L! The closure of X .vith respect to E 
is detinecii hy .@ S, E ) = {Al A’ + A is valid in E). For a relation xheme /?,@I,, F,) 
and ;1 suhsee ,I- of { 1~ I . . , no,), AI-- (A’, I?,) can be computed in O( 1 Fi 11) time, where 
ij 6-i 11 is the size of b; [4]. We often write S( .I’, F’,) instead of 9( .Y, RJ. We dotine 
that ( ( E‘ ) is ;t partition of I-1 such that, for a11 .+I and R in U. .4 =: t3 is valid in E 
ii‘;rnd onlt if /I and H are in the same block in 8’( E ). Th,it is, r’( E I is the uylciwlerw 
~Ctrw with reqxct to all the valid DEQs in E. A cowl for valid H>s in E‘ .S ,I wt 
I- of FIX~ such that ;rn FD is slid in E if and only if ir. is implied by I-1 III this 
wction I$ e consider the case where E contain:, no union. Then I! c;:n be transt’orm~d 
rrilib m equivalent relational exprrssion &, ‘k . . ‘i RI, L )[Z - A]( P I;- (I]1 C’j in 
OI 1 E-1’ + deg( E)) time. It follows from the definition of FDs that S( X, 13 == 
.iQ .y_ ( R, Y - * - x Rk,, l[Z F A][ I) = Q]) n C’. Thus we consider only the case where 
1. ih 01‘ the [or-m (R,,, x q - - Y R,_ )[Z T= -I][ P = 01. 
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sound under R. Note that if E is not sound under R, then any dependency is trivially 
valid in E, and thus, r every subset X of U, S( X, E) coincides ‘with U. Furthermore, 
we show that (i) the sets of valid VEQs and valid DEQs in E, ;_espectively, can be 
constructed in polyaomial time, and (ii) if E contains no prqjection, then a cover 
for valid FDs in E can be constructed in polynomial time. 
5.1. Sowdness lest and computation qf Z( E) 
Consk:enng the following fxts (a) alld (b), we can see that Algorithm 5.1 described 
below generates a refinement of K:( E) (that is, if A and B are in the same block in 
the partition obtained by Algorithm 5.1. then A = I3 is valid in E). We will show 
in Lemma 5.2 that the partition obtair,ed hy Algorithm 5.1 coincides with g(E), 
and the soundness test is correct. 
(a) If A = c and B = c with the same constant c’ are in 2 = J, then A - R is valid 
in E. 
W Let r be a relation, and let ~_e be a tuple in r >c I: If r satisfies X --, ‘4 and 
p[.\ ‘]= c(Tx”‘], then it follows from the definition of FDs that p[A”‘] = p[A”‘]. 
111 general, for the relational expression E, if i 1) X -* A is valid in R,, (2) Rk, = Rk, = R, 
(that is, RI and R,,, are occurrences of .he same scheme name R,), and (3) X” = X’.‘) 
is valid in E, then A”) = A”’ in also 7, alid in E. 
(c, A reeinement PL of 6 ( I? ) is said to be cmsistrnt w;ith respect to 2 = d if 
there are no VEQs A - c and B = C’ with c’ f C’ in 2 = J such that A and B are in 
the same block in PL. If PI_ is not consistent wi;h respect tl3 2 = J, theta E is not 
cound under R. 
.iigorithm 5.1. Computation d’ (1 (Fb 
Input: R L- (R,(m,, F,), . . . , R.&n,, F,)), and 
t3u1pur: r-: ( E ). 
l~fetl?:)d : 
Stq 1. Let PL =- { ( I), . . . 5 (I (legi E ))). 
s/cap 2. For each DEQ ./2 = B in P ;L Q, merge l.he block f_,I containing A and the 
one L,, contairing 13. That is, delete L,,, and L,, from PL, and add i,., u L,$ to PL. 
Repeat this step tmtil no Hocks can be merged anymore 
.Wp 3. For each pair A = c ;ind B q L’ with the same con:.t;int c in 2 - ..I, merge 
the block containing A ar d the one containing N. ( Note bat A = B is valid in E 
by fact (a) above.) Repeat this step until no blocks can be merged anyrl.ore. 
Step 4. Repeat thtl t‘ollotiin g steps (4.1) through (3.3) for each Rn, and &, such 
that R4! = Rk, = RI (i #j) untii no blocks can be merged anymore. 
(4. I j Let M’ -= (,A[ .4 is irl U, and A”’ and 4”’ are In the same block in PL). ( For 
such ;I set Cl’, DE0 W”‘= W”” is valid in E ) 
3.? 1 Compute ,F( Iv. F, ). 
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(4.3) 1 or each ‘4 in 9( W, F,), merge the block containing A(” and the one 
containiq A’-? (Note that A”) = A’-j’ is valid in E by fact (b). ) 
Step 5. If PL is consistent with respect to Z= d, then output PL as fi( E). (In 
this case., E is sound uncier W as will be shown in Lemma 5.2.) Otherwise, E is not 
sound under R. (This decision is correct by fact (c).) 
L,emma 5.2. Let PLfi,:,I be the final partition obtained bl* .4lgorithm 5.1. [f PLlirral is ’ 
consistent with respect to Z = A, then E is .sound under R and PLli,;,l coimides with 8 ( E ). 
Proof. By the discussions above it suffices to show that there is a database instance 
I of R such that if A and B are in different blocks in PL,;,,,,,, then E( I) does not 
satisfy A = B. Let r_~ be a deg( E )-tuple satisfying the following two conditions. 
(Such a tuple r_~ must exist, since PLli,,,, is consistent with respect to Z ~i JJ 
i I I For aIF, A ;ind B in U, if A and B are ir the bame block in PLlin.tlr then 
p[A]-= p[B]* and otherwise p[A]+: p[B]. 
(2, p[_Z] == J. 
Let I,, = (I’,, . . . , I-,} be the projection mapping of p dh respect to i’:. Since (a) 
p is the concatenation p[ U’$ x - l - x p[ L$r’l, and (b) <very I-~, contalins p[ U’(‘]. 
the tupie p is in E( Ip 1. By condition t I ) above, if A ~H.I B are in ditfvrent blocks 
in elm,,, then E( I,, 1 does not satisfy A - B. Moreover. dAl is a databrlsc instance 
of‘ R by the following fx:, tt hose proof is ‘\ - give:; In Apyv’7dis A. Thus Lemma 5.2 
follows. r-Y! 
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where 
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. .3. X, E I= :s( X, F). 
Proof. Sir,ce C- is valid 1,; E, we have 3(X, F) E 3(X, E). In order to prove the 
converse, we will show that there is a database in :tancs 1 of R such that E( I) does 
not satisfy X + A fcr an> /1 in U - .F( X, F). For simplicity, let S = :F( X, F). Let 
.p, and pu be deg( E!-tupses satisfyinp the following three conditions. 
( 1 ) p,[SJ _I= r_l,[S]. and u,[ 41 f p,[A] for each -4 in ( ; - 5. 
(2) For all A and 13 in U, if A and B are in the same block in Y(E), then 
,u,[AJ = ,q[S] and &I]=- &I], and otherwise y,[Aj # p,[R] and &A] f &Bl. 
(3) jq[Z]=p&q=J. 
Such tuples p I and I_c_- must exist, since f a) S is ;1 union of some of the blocks 
in 6(E) b_v the FDs A + L , irl F. and (b) 82 E J is consistent with respect to Z = A. 
Let I,,, I= ( r,, . . . I;) and IAt1 = (I-;, . . . 9 p:) be the projection mappings of ,ul and p2 
uifh respxt m E, respectively. Let I = (rl C_I v’:, . . . , Y, ?II t-i). Then both pl and ,u2 
are in I!( I ) hy conditions (2) and (3) al WT. Thus E( I) does not satisfy .Y + A 57or 
an !#’ ,-Z in U - S by condition ( I ). Moreover, I is a database inslance of R by the 
following fxt, Mhose proof i\ given in Appendix A. Thus Lemma 5.4 holds. r1 
The equivalence class f ( E ) is considered to be the set of valid DEQs in iJ: The 
set of Ivalid VEQs in E can he constructed from & E) and Z -= J in polyrromiai 
time. Let V be a subset of U. The sets of valid VEQs and valid DEQs in EL V] can 
be immediately obtained from the sets of valid VEQs and valid DEQs in E, 
respecticely. Lemma 5.4 impl:es that F is a cever for valid FDs in E. However, it 
is NP-hard to construct a cover for valid FD\ in E[ V] from a cover for valid FDs 
in E, sina given a relation s;heme Rbn, F), a set G of FDs, and a subset V of 
{I,. . . , m), it is NP-compkre to determine whether G is not ;i cover for valid FDs 
in R[ \‘I, ‘J’ho NP-;wnplctcnes~ result c;1n be proved in the same WY :LS [7, Theorelm 
3 1. 13~ the discussions ;~boc*e, \‘;e have the following thcorerr1 dnd its corollx!~. 
6. A polynomial time algorithm for another class of membership problems 
Let R = {R&W,, f-! ‘.J M,$, . . . , R,(m,, F, u Ad,)} be a database scheme. For sim- 
plicity, we denote U, = (1, . . . , m,) for I s i S s. Let E be a relational expression, 
and let U={i, . . . , de@ E )}. Let JC be a subset of U. The dependency basis of X 
with respect to E, denoted 3(X, E), is a partition ( LI, . . . , L,,) of U such that, for 
iGSy,(l) X * f., is valid in E, and (2) X --), Y is not valid in E for any Y with 
@ f Y s I.,. For a relation scheme R(m, F u M) and a subset X of’ ( 1,. . . , m), 
.MGY, Rb (and .9(X, R)) can be computed in 0( 11 Fu M/I 9 min(/MI, tog y)) time, 
where !A41 is the numbe’: of MVDs in M, and q is the number of blocks in . I!( X, R) 
[ 111. We often write .9(X, F CJ M) and . it( X, F u M 1 inc,tead of 3(X, R) and 
. 0 t X, R ), respe&veiy. 
In the following, we show how to efficiently compute St_.‘, E) and .I/( A’, E) for 
;i \uh\et X of U and a relational expression E such th:tt ( 1 ) E contains neither a 
union nor a projection, and (2) each scheme name R, occurs at most once in fi. 
We extend the result to the case where E contains projections. We assume without 
Ioss of generality that E is of the form ( R, x - . l x R,)[ Z = _I ][ P - Q]. 
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3-( 7” F w M) is valid in E. Since X -+ T is trivially valid in E for the initial value 
of T, we can show by induction that X + T is valid in E for each value of T. Thus 
X + S is valid in E, that is, S I 3(X, E). 
Prmfof 3( X, E) G S: We will show that there is a database instance I of R such 
that E( I) does not satisfy X --, A for any A in U - S. Since T E 9( T, F’) and 
T~~(T,FuM),itholdsthatS=~(S,~‘)f=~(S,FuM).SinceS--~(S,F’),S 
iz a union of some of the blocks in E( E ). Furthermore, since g( E) is consistent 
with respect to 2 = 3 by the tissumption, there are two tuples pI and t_t2 that are 
defined ir, the proof of Lemma 5.4. Consider the database I = { rl u rl,, . . . , r, u r:) 
of R defined in the proof of Lemma 5.4. Since S = ;_F( S, F u M ), we can show that 
every r, u r: satisties every FD implied by F, u M, in the same wcty as the proof of 
Fact 5.5. (Since each scheme name occurs once in E, it suffices to consider only 
Case 2 in the proof o!’ Fact 5.5 -see Appendix .\.I Since each schemt: name R, 
xcurs once in E. r, L) I-; conskts of two tuples. By the completeness proof of a set 
of inference rules for FW and IIIVDs in [6] we can show that for any relation r 
consisting of two tuples, :-lnd any sets F and M of FDs and MVDs, respectively, 
if r dslies cveq FD implied by F u M, then chase( r, M) s;arisfies F u M. Thus 
ch;tse( r, \_I r:, -41, ) satisfies F; u M,, and’ I’ = !chase( y, u r’,, %I, ), . . . , chase( I’, v 
I(, IV, )) is ;\ ddt:lbase instance of R. Since E ( I) contains tcl and pz, so does E( I’). 
By the detsnitlon of p1 and p?, E( /‘,I doe> not satisf;; 3’ --, A for zny A in L! - S. iI 
Let S - .F;( X, E ). Then it holds that . V(X, E I = . i/l S, E ), and each A in S is a 
block in . H( S. E ) by itself [6]. The foIlawing lemma states a simple process for 
computing .&S, Ej from J&S, h!), where li4 - M;“w - . .A hl~"r~((b++ L!\", 
.'., t)+ II:“}. Th e same process does not work for computing 3(X, E) from 
. I/( A’, h/l 1. The latter does not have suticient information for FDs. 
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Fact 6.3. Let E. be a relational expression. If X -), Y and X -H W are valid in Et,, 
tketl X --+ YW is valid in E,,[A = B], where Y and W contain A and B, rcspecti~~elv. 
(‘him 2: Consider the database I = {r, 3 I-;, . . . , Y, u I-:) of R defined in the proof 
of Lemma 5.4. As stated in the proof of Lemma 6.1, 1’ = {chase( yI u ri, M,), . . . T 
chase( r5 u r:, M,)} is a database instance of R. Then E’t I’) is of the form 
Here the order of components of ~_i~ and b2 are rearranged. Suppose that there is 
a DEQ A, = AI! in P = Q such that A, and A, are in L’, and Li, respectively. Since 
w,[A]f p&4] for all A in U-S by the definition of pl and p2, E’( I’$4, = .4,] 
I --- E’[A, = A& I’)) is of the form 
Thus I_ ; ,D I= Q]t 1’1 t- Et 1’)) is of the form 
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(1 3) For each DEQ A = R in P = Q, merge two blocks L, and L,) in PL such .- 
that LA and Lw cont:Gn A and B, respectively. Repeat this c:ep until no 
blocks can be merged anymore. 
( 1.3) For each pair A = c and B = c vvith the same constant c’ in Z -s J, rnergc 
two blocks LA and LB in PL such that LA and LH contain A and B, 
respectively. Repeat this step until no block can be merged anymore. 
Stq 2. Suppose that E’ (and also E) is sound under t?. Let F = F’,” u l l . u FI” LJ 
{ti-* Z), let F’= {A- L,I L l is in Q’( E’), and A is in L,,}, and let A4 = M’,“u. . . LJ 
Ad;TJ (u, -*, u\’ , . . , c.9 --), U”’ ). Compute :I( X, E’) by the following steps (2.1) and 
(2.2). The final value of 7 coincides with c?( X, E’), and .9(X, E’) r, V coincides 
with ;‘i;( A’:, E). 
(2.1) Let T= X. 
(2.2) Repeat r -; & r, F’) J .p( T’. FY_J .bf ) until T remitink; unch:ingcd. 
9~~~ 3. Let S -= A A’. E’). Compute H(S. M) -{{ 4)iA is in S) by a knoctn 
method. 
Sfq 4. Let DB =.O(S, .M 1 -({A}[.9 : 1s in S}. For each DEQ A = H irL P -= (3. 
merge two blocks L, and f_ IJ in DE3 such that L., and L13 contain A and H, respectively. 
Repeat this stq-b until no blocks c;iai -i,e merged anymore. 
StqI 5. LCt 1x3 ,,,,.,, be the final partition obtained in Step. 4. Then {I_. IT y/j L is in 
1>13lin,l,) coincides with .?!( A’, 23) - {(.-I) i 1 is m .3-t .Y, E 1). 
?!WS we h;l\-c the following theorem. 
Since t 1 E ) ctin be compclted in pu ynomial timt:, the set3 of‘ v;rIid VEQS and 
slid I>EQs in E. respectively, cm be constructed in polync,,niz time. However, 
c‘wn of E‘ wnt;lin~ rw projection. it is VP-hard to construct ;i cober for vatid Ws 
md MVDs in E by the following fact, whose proof is given in Appendix A. Here 
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a cover for valid FDs and MVDs in E is a set G of FDs and MVDs such that an 
FD or an MVD is valid in E if and only if it is implied by G. 
Fact 6.7. Let R(m, F v lLl> be u relation scheme, let E be a relational expression of 
the form R[ P = Q], and let G be a set of FDs and MVDs. It is NP-complete to 
dIetermine whether G is not Q cover for valid FDs and MVDs in E. 
We note that if R contains no MVD, and E contains no projection, then a cover 
for valid FDs in E can be constructed in polynomial time by Theorem 5.6. 
Aippcndiix A. Proofs of facts 
Pmof off Fact 4.2. Since (i) for each of component numbers XI, . . . , x,, 2,. . . . ,z ,,,, 
the tuple p. has a different component from all other tuples in r. and (ii) the 
lef’t-h;rrtd side of every MVD in M contains at least one component number of 
x,. * * , x9 z,, - * - , Z,,,, it holds th;lt chase( r, IW) - ( po}.= chase{ F, M). Furthermore, 
since every tuple in u’ has the same constant u in the ‘W component, so does every 
tuple in chase( J, 1111 I. Thus chase{ ?, R/I) satisfies the FD .f: Y, . . . Y,, -+ W. By the 
f’act that /LL,,[ Y, . . . Y,,] = ( 1, . . . , 1) and po[ W] = t‘, chase( r, AC) ( = chase( f, RI ) LJ 
{ jr,,] ) dses not sati+; the FD .I’ if and only if chase( f, M ) contains a tuple 7 such 
that I! Y, . . . Y,,,]-q.*.., 1). ‘Thus this fx* follows. El 
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and thus 
r’[X, , X,2X,2j, = I!,~[ .X,, X,,X, %] and r’[ZJ == azk 
by the definition of MVD-rules. Hence, Fact 4.3 follows in this case. 
Case 2 (an application of MVD-rule for MVDi with s + 1s i s s + IV): Suppose 
that we have a new tuple r’ by an application of MVD-rule for MVD,: 
Xi1XizXil* YiZi to /.A and v in r’. 
Suppose !hst T’[ Yj] = 1. It follows from the definition of MVD-rules that if i = j, 
then T’[&il%jzXlJ YiZii] = p[Xj,XizX,j Yj<i], and otherwise T’[Xj,X,,Xj, YjZi] = 
Zl[Xj,Xi~X’~ yIiZj]* In both cases, this fact follows from the induction hypothesis. iI 
Proof of Fact 5.3. Suppose that 7, implies an FD Y + A, Let 11 and r be I qles in 
rl such that v[ Y] = T[ V]. It suffices to show that v[A] = r[A]. Since LT and ;- are in 
rl, there are two occurrences Rk and Rk, of R, in E such that v = p[ P:‘,‘j 2nd 
f = p[U:;‘]. Since LJ[ Y] = T[ Y] implres /-c[ Y”‘] = p[ Y1)], B”’ and U”’ for each B 
in Y are in the same block in PL,inal by the definition of p. Thus we have Y c W 
where W is the set defined in step (4.1) of Algorithm 5.1. Since Yd .4 and Y c W 
imply W + A bv the augmentation rule for FDs [Z], A is. in 3( W9 FE). By step (4.3) 
of Algorit Ilm 5.-i, A”’ and A’j’ are in the same block in PI&,;,,. Thus p[A”)] = p[A’ “1 
by the definition of I_C, that is, v[A] = r[*Vj_ E 
Proof of Fact 5.5. Suppose that F, implies an FD Y--,B A. &et z’ and 7 be tuples in 
I-/ u I-; such that ZJ[ Y] = T[ Y]. It suffices IO show that LJ[.~] = r[A]. There are three 
cases to be considered. 
COW 1: Suppose that v = ~_l,[ rl$ ar~;;l T = p,[ U::‘] (i #j). Then P[ I’] = r[ Y] 
implies ‘q[ Y(I)]= pI[ Y”‘]. Thus ~,[,4”‘j= p,[#-“] by the proof of Fact 5.3, that 
is, v[A] = T[A]. Similarly, if ZJ = y2[ U::‘] and r = k&J U’$, then v[A] = T[A]. 
Case 2: Suppose that 18 = p,[ U:‘,‘] and T = P-J LI’,:‘]. Then P[ Y] = T[ Y] implies 
‘u,[ ,I”‘] = p>[ Yc’r]. Thus Y”’ c S by the definition of pl and pL1. SinI:*- F, implies 
1’4 ‘4, FJ” (and also F) implies Y1”-+ A(‘). Since Y!“+ A”’ and; Y% S imply 
S-+ A’ i’ by the augmentation rule for FDs, A”’ is in .F( S, F). Since S = 37 X, E’j = 
.F(S, F) by the definition of closures, A”’ is in S. Thus p&4”‘] = pLAL”] by the 
detinition of p I and p2, that is, v[Al -? TIA]. 
Proof of Fact 6.3. Let I be a database instance of R. Let L’ - { I, . . . , deg( E,,)), and 
Iet Z = U - Y’W. Suppose thrat &,[A L= H]( I ) contains two tuples p and L’ such ,that 
{[[Xl = +X’], p[ YW]# P[ Yl’v’] and p[Z]5;’ u[Z] It s~af’ii~es to show that 
E,,[ A --T llli I ) contains a cuple T such that 7[lt: _i = p[X] = v[X], T[Z] = p [Z] 
and T[ Wt’] - z’[ Y-N’]. 
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Since &[A = B]:, 1) c E,,( I ), p and P are in E,,( I). Since X -+ 1’ and X --+, U 
imply X + Z by inference rules for MVDs [6], E,,(I) wisfies X * 2, and thus 
cotwins a tupk r such that r[X] .= p[X] = z+Y], 7[Z] = p[Z] and T[ YW] = V[ YW]. 
Sirxe u satisfies A = B, so does T. Thus c is in E,,[A = B](I). Cl 
Prmf of Fact 6.7. It is easy to determine in nondeterministic polynomial time 
whether G is not a cover for valid FDs and MVDs in E. In fact, guess an FE) or 
r_tn ‘MVD. Then we can verify in polynomial timk that it is valid in E, but is not 
implied by G. In order to complete the proof, we will transform the hitting set 
problem into this problem. (The proof is analogous to the proof of [7, Theorem 3;. ) 
Let {S,, . . . , S,,} be a collection of subsets of a set S = { ,4,, . . . , AA }. A subset H 
of S is called a hiffitzg set if it contains exactly one element from every S,. 
A relation scheme R(HI, F u hl) is defined as follows. 
1 1 ) Let I’U = k-t n + I. For convenience, we denote 1. . . . , k: k + I.. . . , k + II ; 
k-+-n+1 by A ,,.__ ?A,: RI ,..., B,, : C. respectively. 
(2 i Let P = {(A,, A,, ) ( A,, and A,, a.re different elements in S, for some i). ( Note 
that any cet containing a pair from I’ can not be a hitting set.1 Then let F, L- { Q -+ c‘( Q 
is in P), and let F = F, *U (B, . . . B,, -* C’}. 
(3) Let M :=\_I,. ,. ,,(A!,+ B;IA,, is in S,}. 
Let F2 = ( H, -+ C’, C‘ -+ H, i 1 s i d- II}, let (3 = F, LI F-, and let E = R[{ B, 1 (‘1 
1 c i 5 II)]. Note that G ib valid in E, and implies I;: 
Clearing, R(rzz, F;J M), G, and E can be constructed t’rom (S,, . . . , S,:) in pal!- 
nomial time. We Cl1 show th;it I::r’ is not ;t co~r for valid FDs and hlV1)~ in F:‘ it’ 
:ind only if a hitting set exists 
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